1: Qihua & Rahul
2: Jacqueline & Michael
3: Shane & Aakash
4: Thomas & CJ
5: Jake & Haitai
6: Brandon & Riley
7: Adam & Qingyu
8: Hannah & Leo
9: Sean & Connor
10: Austin & Tim
11: Desmond & Nanbo
MEET ‘N’ GREET

• Name
• Major
• Year
• What you did last summer
DRIVER/NAVIGATOR

• Two people, ONE computer
• One person types (the “driver”)
• One person dictates the code (the “navigator”)
• Switch off!
GENERAL LAB REMINDERS

• Work in pairs
• Cannot miss more than 2 labs
• Be on time
• No work done outside of lab
GRADING REMINDERS

• Head your code with the project number and the date (coding standard)
  • # Project 03
    # 01.24.13

• Variable names:
  • Variables: lower_with_underscore
  • Constants: UPPER_WITH_UNDERSCORE

• Comment your code!
• Make SURE it runs (:
LET’S TALK LAB

• Type your guesses into a text/word file
• Run the programs to check your answers

• Incorrect output in assignment 1 has been fixed